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Splat the Cat (with MO styling)
Where Light and Dark Abide is a true documentary of my experience of living in a
nursing facility for thirteen months, what it took me to survive and the people
involved. The results of the daily experience caused me to do the best I could to
help the residents. One of them was one hundred and one. My memoir of our
experience and the outcome of it caused me to, more than ever, realize the need
for reform in nursing facilities and health care in general.

Dream World
Recreation
This resource book provides outlines for Math Nights for Parents and ongoing
educational seminars for parents; answers to Frequently Asked Questions; and
useful suggestions for building community support for a changing mathematics
curriculum.

Fur-fish-game
Missing Socks Go Fish Card Game
A young boy buys two goldfish, and learns about fish food, the way fish breathe,
and why plants are needed in a fish bowl.

Just My Lost Treasure
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient fifth-grader with
cerebral palsy discovers a technological device that will allow her to speak for the
first time.

Dr. Seuss's Beginner Book Collection
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SKINNY LEGS AND ALL: An Arab and a Jew open a restaurant together across the
street from the United Nations. It sounds like the beginning of an ethnic joke, but
it's the axis around which spins this gutsy, fun-loving, and alarmingly provocative
novel, in which a bean can philosophizes, a dessert spoon mystifies, a young
waitress takes on the New York art world, and a rowdy redneck welder discovers
the lost god of Palestine--while the illusions that obscure humanity's view of the
true universe fall away, one by one, like Salome's veils. Skinny Legs and All deals
with today's most sensitive issues: race, politics, marriage, art, religion, money,
and lust. It weaves lyrically through what some call the "end days" of our planet.
Refusing to avert its gaze from the horrors of the apocalypse, it also refuses to let
the alleged end of the world spoil its mood. And its mood is defiantly upbeat. In the
gloriously inventive Tom Robbins style, here are characters, phrases, stories, and
ideas that dance together on the page, wild and sexy, like Salome herself. Or was
it Jezebel? From the Hardcover edition.

338 News
Of Mice and Men
Madeline and the other eleven little girls have a new destination- the White House.
They are the guests of Candle, the lonely daughter of the president, arriving just in
time for the annual Easter Egg Roll. On the last night of their visit, Madeline and
Candle stay up late playing dress-up, dancing, and telling scary stories. They top
off the evening with a magic carpet ride to see the sights of Washington, courtesy
of Madeline's old friend the Magician, who has tagged along on the visit.

Go Fish!
Oh no! A little girl is missing her right sock! It may have fallen off somewhere along
the wayor could it have gone on an exciting elephant ride? Perhaps it's hiding
among sparkling jewels in a treasure chest! If you lost your very own little right
sock, where do you think it would go? What would it do? Share this whimsical story
of imaginative sequences and thrilling adventures with the children in your life!"

Teaching how to Read
Covering every year in a person's lifetime, from 0 to 100, a hilarious guide to all of
the essential stages of life furnishes full-color tips and advice designed to make
one's life unforgettable, from birth to midlife crisis, from losing one's virginity to
disinheriting one's grandchildren. Original. 75,000 first printing.

Missing Socks Colors and Patterns Flash Cards
This classic Dr. Seuss Beginner Book features silly tongue twisters that will have
readers of all ages giggling with glee. When a fox in socks meets Knox in a box,
you know that hilarity will ensue. Add chicks with bricks (and blocks and clocks)
and you're sure to get your words twisted and lips locked. With his unmistakable
gift for rhyme, Dr. Seuss creates a hysterical and energetic way for beginning
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readers to dive into the joy of reading. This book comes with the following warning:
“This is a book you READ ALOUD to find out just how smart your tongue is. The first
time you read it, don't go fast! This Fox is a tricky fox. He'll try to get your tongue
in trouble.” Originally created by Dr. Seuss, Beginner Books encourage children to
read all by themselves, with simple words and illustrations that give clues to their
meaning.

Schools and families
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen's
Magazine
A modern-day classic. This highly acclaimed adventure series about two friends
desperate to save their doomed city has captivated kids and teachers alike for
almost fifteen years and has sold over 3.5 MILLION copies! The city of Ember was
built as a last refuge for the human race. Two hundred years later, the great lamps
that light the city are beginning to flicker. When Lina finds part of an ancient
message, she’s sure it holds a secret that will save the city. She and her friend
Doon must race to figure out the clues before the lights go out on Ember forever!
Nominated to 28 State Award Lists! An American Library Association Notable
Children’s Book A New York Public Library 100 Titles for Reading and Sharing
Selection A Kirkus Reviews Editors’ Choice A Child Magazine Best Children’s Book A
Mark Twain Award Winner A William Allen White Children’s Book Award Winner “A
realistic post-apocalyptic world. DuPrau’s book leaves Doon and Lina on the verge
of undiscovered country and readers wanting more.” —USA Today “An electric
debut.” —Publishers Weekly, Starred “While Ember is colorless and dark, the book
itself is rich with description.” —VOYA, Starred “A harrowing journey into the
unknown, and cryptic messages for readers to decipher.” —Kirkus Reviews, Starred

Lose Weight! Get Laid! Find God!
Offers five classic Dr. Seuss tales, including the popular story featuring a rainy day
visit by the Cat in the Hat.

Lizette's Green Sock
Lizette tries to figure out what to do with the one green sock that she finds while
out walking one day.

Out of My Mind
The Mating Season
Simon learns the worst crime a Shadowhunter can commit: desertion of their
comrades. One of ten adventures in Tales from the Shadowhunter Academy. In the
early nineteenth century, Tobias Herondale abandoned his fellow Shadowhunters
in the heat of battle and left them to die. His life was forfeit, but Tobias never
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returned, and the Clave claimed his wife’s life in exchange for Tobias’s. Simon and
his fellow students are shocked to learn of this brutality, especially when it is
revealed the woman was pregnant. But what if the child survived…could there be a
lost Herondale line out in the world today? This standalone e-only short story
follows the adventures of Simon Lewis, star of the #1 New York Times bestselling
series The Mortal Instruments, as he trains to become a Shadowhunter. Tales from
the Shadowhunter Academy features characters from Cassandra Clare’s Mortal
Instruments, Infernal Devices, and the upcoming Dark Artifices and Last Hours
series. The Lost Herondale is written by Cassandra Clare and Robin Wasserman.

Fox in Socks
A refreshingly simple book that celebrates growing up Up UP! Tim Hopgood's
stylish illustrations bring this endearing little boy to life as he contrasts himself
with an ant, a bear and an elephant The boy grows throughout the story, and by
the end he's bigger than his best friend. This book confronts a preoccupation of
every child, and every child will recognise and empathise with this little boy's wish
to be BIG! Owing to the page turn spread, this ebook is best viewed with screen
orientation locked.

Skinny Legs and All
No ordinary guidebook, Sierra High Route leads you from point to point through a
spectacular 195-mile timberline route in California's High Sierra. The route follows
a general direction but no particular trail, thus causing little or no impact and
allowing hikers to experience the beautiful sub-alpine region of the High Sierra in a
unique way.

Sky High
The Road
Plenty of Fish
A luminous quartet, five years in the writing, reveals even more fully the
breathtaking range of "a storyteller in the grand tradition" (New York Times). Allan
Gurganus's voice--by turn bawdy and serene, folkloric and profane--deepens as it
soars into this quiet masterwork. Four new fables--rich in event, comedy,
experience--surge with the force of history's headlines versus sidestreet human
fortitude. Improbable heroes and heroines spiral outward from Gurganus's familiar
Carolina terrain. Each fires into a wild and differing direction, all in quest of some
fantasy that's practically impossible: --An impoverished immigrant has her portrait
painted (or not) by John Singer Sargent. --A young man's devotion to saving
eighteenth-century homes—and their odd lingering ghosts—helps him find unlikely
ways to renovate his own mortality. --A pillar of the community becomes, over the
course of one cartoon matinee, its pariah. --A beloved, transfixingly homely father
shows his village and his only son a decency stronger than race, humiliation, or
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even death itself. These characters' quixotic missions prove mysterious, often even
to themselves. Their legacies are not easily deciphered. And yet, their most
impractical wishes soon become the heartiest facts about each. They manage to
wrest battle-courage from everyday indecision. Out of superstition and convention,
they lift certainty. They each find a wealth of consoling truths banked--immortal--in
the all-too-human heart. Allan Gurganus's great powers--announced more than a
decade ago by Oldest Living Confederate Widow Tells All--here achieve a yearning
exuberance worthy of a new Whitman. These leaps of sexual longing, empathy,
and faith become a major new gift from this essential fablemaker.

The Lost Herondale
A Pair of Socks
Vortex
Bestselling children's book author Emily Winfield Martin's beautiful and whimsical
art shines on these 20 frameable prints enclosed in a keepsake box. The New York
Times said of Emily Winfield Martin's book Dream Animals: "A rare, enchanting
mixture of graceful rhyming verse and adorable, Hummel-sweet illustrations . . .
They're so nursery-worthy you may be tempted to snip a few out and frame them."
Now you don't have to! The art is printed on heavy card stock that can be framed
(standard 8" x 10" size) or go right on the wall as is. Featuring the author's
adorable animals, children, landscapes, and mythical beasts, this collection will fill
a child's room with color and magic.

Mr. Potato Head's Missing Sock
When Mr. Potato Head misplaces his favorite orange sock with purple polka dots,
his efforts to find it lead him to sort his laundry, catch up on his gardening,
reorganize his garage, and fix lunch.

Big!
The Library of Congress brings booklovers an enriching tribute to the power of the
written word and to the history of our most beloved books. Featuring more than
200 full-color images of original catalog cards, first edition book covers, and
photographs from the library's magnificent archives, this collection is a visual
celebration of the rarely seen treasures in one of the world's most famous libraries
and the brilliant catalog system that has kept it organized for hundreds of years.
Packed with engaging facts on literary classics—from Ulysses to The Cat in the Hat
to Shakespeare's First Folio to The Catcher in the Rye—this package is an ode to
the enduring magic and importance of books.

Daily Skill Builders: Reading 5-6
Special edition slipcase edition of John Green's Paper Towns, with pop-up paper
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town. From the bestselling author of The Fault in our Stars. Quentin Jacobsen has
always loved Margo Roth Spiegelman, for Margo (and her adventures) are the stuff
of legend at their high school. So when she one day climbs through his window and
summons him on an all-night road trip of revenge he cannot help but follow. But
the next day Margo doesn't come to school and a week later she is still missing. Q
soon learns that there are clues in her disappearance . . . and they are for him. But
as he gets deeper into the mystery - culminating in another awesome road trip
across America - he becomes less sure of who and what he is looking for.
Masterfully written by John Green, this is a thoughtful, insightful and hilarious
coming-of-age story.

Madeline at the White House
The City of Ember
From the bestselling author of Nugget and Fang, a funny picture book for little ones
about Goose, his buddies, and the silliest fishing trip. Goose and friends are off to
the pond to fish. They have their rods, the perfect bait, and fishing gear—but when
they cast their lines and GO FISH, there are NO FISH to be found! Maybe ONE FISH
. . . but he’s awfully big! A mostly wordless picture book that will appeal to fans of
Big Blue Truck, Llama Llama Red Pajama, and Where’s Spot?, Go Fish! will have
little ones calling out words and giggling. The youngest readers will love the
rhythm and tongue-twisting alliteration of the simple two-letter words go and no,
as well as the sweetness of a friendship story with a classic feel. Tammi Sauer and
Zoe Waring have created the perfect follow up to Truck, Truck, Goose!, which is
also now available as a board book.

Paper Towns
The Card Catalog
A relationship between glass-house resident and animal devotee Zorka Carpenter
and enigmatic architect Richard Dorsey, who longs to escape the fame of his
youth, prompts both of them to rethink their lives of isolation. A first novel. 25,000
first printing.

The Girl Who Loved Tom Gordon
Presents a dramatization of the tragic story of the friendship between two migrant
workers, George and Lenny, and their dream of owning a farm.

Trade
Does a polka-dotted sock match a striped sock? Young children will learn about
matching, an important early math skill, as a lonely striped sock searches the
house for its mate. They will may even be inspired to practice this skill in their own
sock drawers! Best Children's Science Books 1997 (Science Books and Films)
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The Sierra High Route
Little Critter® is searching for a missing sock inside, outside--everywhere! From a
little red wagon to a trumpet, even Little Critter is surprised by all of the lost
treasures he finds during his hunt.

The Practical Heart
The Amazing Adventures of the Little Right Sock
A frightening suspense novel about nine-year-old Trisha, who becomes lost in the
woods as night falls.

Pathfinder
NATIONAL BESTSELLER WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE The searing, postapocalyptic novel about a father and son's fight to survive. A father and his son
walk alone through burned America. Nothing moves in the ravaged landscape save
the ash on the wind. It is cold enough to crack stones, and when the snow falls it is
gray. The sky is dark. Their destination is the coast, although they don't know
what, if anything, awaits them there. They have nothing; just a pistol to defend
themselves against the lawless bands that stalk the road, the clothes they are
wearing, a cart of scavenged food—and each other. The Road is the profoundly
moving story of a journey. It boldly imagines a future in which no hope remains,
but in which the father and his son, "each the other's world entire," are sustained
by love. Awesome in the totality of its vision, it is an unflinching meditation on the
worst and the best that we are capable of: ultimate destructiveness, desperate
tenacity, and the tenderness that keeps two people alive in the face of total
devastation. A New York Times Notable Book One of the Best Books of the Year The
Boston Globe, The Christian Science Monitor, The Denver Post, The Kansas City
Star, Los Angeles Times, New York, People, Rocky Mountain News, Time, The
Village Voice, The Washington Post

Richard Mcguire's Go Fish Card Game
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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